How AP Summer Institutes Support Teachers

**AP Summer Institutes** are 30-hour teacher training programs led by experienced AP® educators. Offered online and in person, AP Summer Institutes equip AP teachers with new teaching strategies, instructional materials, and a supportive teacher community.

**What Teachers Learn**
During AP Summer Institutes, teachers explore course and exam descriptions, gain access to resources, and earn CEU credits.

AP Summer Institutes prepare teachers to:
- Implement and teach an AP course curriculum
- Adjust the course pacing for optimal student success
- Create effective lesson plans based on exam content and skill pairings
- Leverage AP Classroom and instructional planning reports to support students
- Apply scoring guidelines from the most recent AP Exam to student work

**What Past Participants Say**

“I left feeling empowered to start the school year.”

“I believe this workshop has *instantaneously* made me a better AP teacher.”

**AP Summer Institutes by the Numbers**
AP teachers who attend an AP Summer Institute are better prepared to teach their courses and see a higher percentage of students take the AP Exam.

- **77%** of participants recommend attending an AP Summer Institute.
- **96%** of participants felt satisfied with the course and exam description review.
- **95%** of participants said their presenter effectively delivered workshop material.
- **94%** of participants found value in the instructional strategies and resources.

New AP teachers who attended an AP Summer Institute saw **7% more students** take the AP Exam.

New AP teachers who didn’t attend an AP Summer Institute but used AP Classroom saw **5% more students** take the AP Exam.

**How to Register for an AP Summer Institute**
Teachers can search and register for AP Summer Institutes using the [AP Professional Learning Calendar](https://collegeboard.org/apsi). AP Summer Institute fees vary by host institution and are due at the time of registration. College Board offers a limited number of AP Summer Institute scholarships.

Learn more at [collegeboard.org/apsi](https://collegeboard.org/apsi).